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Area 52 – Ex Terra 
Health and Healing Initiative for Ascension Gateway 

via 

Unified Field Source Creative Cosmic Consciousness 

Unit Broadcasts  

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS OF AREA 52 – EX TERRA 

An offer is being made to you as a thank you for supporting Area 52 – Ex Terra. 

Introduction: 

Area 52 is a Bridge Zone Project reaching between the world you think you see before your eyes and 

a Higher Dimensional one which you will progress towards. Many refer to these “other worlds” as “off 

planet” “extra-terrestrial” or simply heavenly. What Area 52 allows is for you to have a real connection 

and feeling for a realm or place that is truly different and full of hope and joy – in short, an escape 

from the drudgery and chaos of the fast-breaking-down Lunatic Asylum which has served as a prison 

for many souls for millennia. It’s the world that is lunatic NOT the planet Earth. 

We are offering you a pre-view of the 4th Dimension while spinning your wheels in the 3rd. In the 4th it 

is the mastery of time that you need to learn not space – learning how to become invisible to 3rd 

Density creatures is of paramount learning importance initially. Area 52 is a novel enterprise and relies 

totally on you for its existence. To this end it must deliver value and that value is an OBJECTIVE VALUE 

which you consider to have worth. 

What Do I Mean by That? 

It could be that, for example, you have, in the past considered something worthless and discarded it. 

Then with a later newfound realisation that you want it back a problem arises. You now need to have 

your attention redirected to show that it did have worth and so you need to restore the value to your 

mind. But where is it and how do you get it back? This is where this project and the Truth which is 

Area 52 becomes important. 

Health is a Key Pre-requisite for Continuing Evolutionary and Spiritual Development  

As an introduction for you, we are going to consider our example here as that of HEALTH. Many people 

are not healthy these days. It is a prime concern for most and many “worry” that if they move to 

another country or area then they might not be able to avail themselves of “allopathic medical care.” 

It might seem to many that the body, your body gets old, ages and then dies totally according to a 

“natural prescribed Universal law. 

Now, what if these so-called inevitabilities, illness, disease, aging, and death were NOT inevitable but 

were a “mind condition” that has become an Un-Natural Law of Mankind? What if in giving over your 
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personal power to external remedies and to people you don’t know – you had given away your 

“Personal Power” and begun a descent into Hell? 

 

 

 

WHAT IF? 

What if it did not have to be that way? Good news indeed would it not be! In a desire to hand this 

power back to you I am proposing a Healing Module to all who wish to participate. All you have do, as 

a MEMBER of Area 52 – Ex Terra is 

 

IF YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROJECT THEN IT IS SIMPLE 

HERE’S WHAT TO DO! 

1. Simply send an email to info@area52.life with the word KRISTAL HEALING PROJECT 

2. We will then send you an email by return asking for a few details. This email will ask you to  

provide your name and date of birth along with the medical condition or ailment or problem 

you feel is holding you back In the box provided. [If you have several maladies, we prefer that 

you just stick with the one which you consider that you need help with the most urgently - 

we’ll tackle that first, otherwise it just gets too confusing]. It (the aliment) can be anything you 

deem important enough to mention, from cancer to a psychiatric problem - just mention it on 

the form, in the box provided to a maximum of 25 words. 

We will also then TELL YOU the time and date on which you will be entered onto the Broadcast 

Waveband. This broadcast is a Vibrational Unified Field Code – which will be exclusive to you. 

This unique vibration, selected by your Higher Self so keeping you and ensuring total safety 

will enter your auric field via your natural Security Shield or Merkabah Geometry and into your 

Heart (Sha.Ka.Ra) or Cave of the Heart. 

N.B We would encourage you NOT to list (say) a broken tooth, an open wound that needed stitching or 

something that needed urgent conventional medical/dental attention as the STRESS AND EXPECTATION 

FACTOR OF YOUR MIND can easily “negative out” (Neg. Out) any desired healing and The Law of The 

Universe cannot be overridden, even by our methods, as we cannot force anything upon you that you 

do not want.  

 

mailto:info@area52.life
http://www.area52.life/services/medical
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3. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE SPECIFIC TRANSMISSION BROADCAST FOR YOU IS PLACED ONTO A 

WEEKLY LIST FOR ACTIVATION ON A SUNDAY NIGHT AT 18:00HRS GMT (London). This means 

that if you enrol on a Monday, you will have to wait for 6 days for the ACTIVATION. It is well 

to KEEP A NOTE AND PLACE IT ON YOUR MIRROR, OR FRIDGE OR STEERING WHEEL OR OTHER 

PROMINENT PLACE so that you are aware that the time and date for you is NOT FORGOTTEN 

OR MISSED. It is not important other than for you to be responsible and giving conscience 

permission/consent for the Broadcast to be received by your Self via yourself! 

4. VISUAL PROPS TO HELP: If you wish to imagine a shape or object within you, from where this 

energy is being re-broadcast through your various bodies then you can imagine that it 

emanates from a very small “Aleph Point” of Light situated in the location of your heart 

Sha.Ka.Ra (chakra) IN THE FORM OF A TUBE TORUS, either placing it in the heart organ itself 

or slightly to the left, where the spiritual heart Sha-Ka-Ra is located. (Sha.Ka.Ra 4 in 

Conventional 7 Sha.Ka.Ra Hindu system, or Sha.Ka.Ra 5 Heart [Christ] or 6 Heart [Personal] 

Egyptian School) This is referred to as “The Cave of The Heart.” It (this torus) will/can then be 

imagined as expanding to a size sufficient to contain the biological heart. It will upon 

examination with the Mind’s Eye also be seen to turn within itself and of itself – clockwise or 

anticlockwise – try to see which way yours turns or spins!  

5. In order to ACTIVATE the Field and allow it to pass via your bio-etheric shield, you need to 

GIVE PERMISSION AND CONSENT – [this is done to ensure you begin to TRAIN YOURSELF IN 

WHAT GIVING PERMISSION IS REALLY ALL ABOUT] simply say: “I give my Higher Self and my 

Self permission to heal. BEGIN NOW!”  Three times! 

6. This “Action at a Distance” healing program is the “Highest State of the Art Light Show” current 

allowed and scientifically viewed around the discussions and debate behind the Copenhagen 

Interpretation (CHI) of Niels Bohr and co. in the theoretical physics controversy with Albert 

Einstein in the early part of the 20th century. The latter, Einstein, claiming that nothing could 

travel faster than the speed of light (SOL) and Bohr (& the others) saying that the “Non-Locality 

Principle” ruled the Universe, and all things were communicated everywhere INSTANTLY. The 

latter being correct. 

7. As part of this process, we will ask some of you weekly, in the first 4 weeks, to provide an 

update on your progress. 

8. You can continue with whatever treatments you are currently undertaking and do NOT have 

to mention anything to your medical practitioner. 

9. The Vibrational Broadcast Frequency Key you will etherically receive is totally inert to other 

lifeforms, cannot harm in any way and is totally personal to you and cannot interfere with 

anyone else within your household or locality. 

10.  

                                   GO TO WEBSITE DIRECTLY – CLICK HERE 

WHAT’S THE POINT? 

This Area 52 Health Assistance Service is made to rapidly accelerate and dissolve your currently 

crystalised mindset and allow you to witness that the power of healing (and to heal) is nowhere else 

than in your Mind and is a part of Universal Consciousness and NOT in the “clay monkey-suit” you 

wear in your spiritual progression to through the Universe. 

A secondary aim is to provide you with a Security Blanket and a proof that “there is much more to 

health than meets the eye” and once you begin to witness the proof of this you can embark on more 

radical self-empowerment methods. Healing/health is basic psychology, and the mind is the keeper of 

the gate to health and this is the mistake which many of the “Separated ones” make in believing that 

http://www.area52.life/services/medical
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“matter has some sort of autonomous and independent ability to perform, move, animate or harm”. 

It does not. Remember: “Matter brought to matter can have no effect!” 

This offer is only open to MEMBERS of Area 52 – Ex Terra 

JOIN HERE 

https://www.area52.life/register 

Appendix 1 

For those individuals who require additional technical input on the “HOW DO WE DO THIS” question, 

the following is a general directive or pointer of the Broadcast Technologies and Methods 

employed/transmitted.  

The transmission is a Collaborative Amalgam of various already known techniques – some are more 

conventional, and some are less well known. Some are known only via esoteric study, whereby others 

are freely circulating on the internet and in the Esoteric Sciences. 

The Area 52 Ex Terra System uses a combination and selects variably and at the discretion of The 

Higher Self – the most appropriate combination or single method to send to you to bathe, heal and 

progress the best outcome for you. The method cannot fail, all healing is received as soon as it is given, 

and all effects will become manifest eventually. Delays are NOT denials and patience will work to your 

best advantage. The nature of Universal Law is that Cause and Effect are one, are located in the same 

place, and to give is to receive, and there is no time delay – all things happen/have happened 

spontaneously and are just slowed or speeded up to fit the dimensional district in which you “think 

you live!” 

Techniques Employed and Incorporated in Transmission Code Broadcast: 

• Teachings from ACIM (A Course in Miracles) 

• Broadcast Radionics – Healing at a Distance – Radiesthesia - 

• Great Pyramid P5 Energy Vortex Mechanics – Queens Chamber Healing Waves 

• Merkabah Mechanics Universal Geometry – Drunvalo Melchizedek 

• Wave Genetics – Peter Gariaev – Sound & instructions pass into the DNA instantly 

• Transmission of Healing Frequency via Orchestrated Sequences transmuted from physical 

matter/medicine and advice as used at the Stanislav Burzynski Clinic, Houston, into Wavicles 

and transmitted to your Scalar Maharic Light Bodies for further processing and inclusion. 

• Keylon Science and Archetypal Symbol Codes (A.S.K.) + Runic Keylons – Broadcast via 

Stranded Fabric Grids of God Particle Energy Units from Source 

• Accelerated Invocation of Higher Self “Fix and Repair” Commands as taught (in part) by Chris 

Duncan – Magnetic Mind 

• Sound and Light infusions directly into the Kristal-ah body using Pre-Creation, Pre-Cosmic 

Sound and frequency tones  

• Upload & Inclusion of Walter Russel’s “Secret of Light” geometries and wave signature forms:        

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPKO1cxAz3o 

https://www.area52.life/register
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPKO1cxAz3o

